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The Wild Feathers Channel the Heartland on Debut – Album Premiere
Nashville rockers’ self-titled album out August 13th
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Nashville's Wild Feathers channel American rock spirit through-and-through on their solid, eponymous
debut album, which drops August 13th on Warner Bros Records. Bringing to mind everyone from the
Allman Brothers ("Hard Wind") to the Jayhawks ("Got It Wrong"), the five-piece band fuses the
essentials of rock, country, folk and blues into an intriguing new approach.
With their recent array of festival appearances, an ongoing trek supporting Willie Nelson and upcoming
dates with ZZ Ward and at Austin City Limits, the Wild Feathers are already making a name for
themselves. The album supports it, boasting the melodic rocker "American" and the chamber-pop-tinged
"If You Don't Love Me."
Then there's "The Ceiling," the album's memorable first single, which has been a fixture of "The Baker's
Dozen" on SiriusXM's The Spectrum for the past month. It's something that fans of heartland artists like
the Avett Brothers and My Morning Jacket will appreciate while it recalls the magic of Tom Petty and
Neil Young – acts the Wild Feathers grew up on, of course.
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No single singer holds center stage in the Wild Feathers. Four of its members write, and all five of them sing —
often at the same time. It takes a lot of focus to keep so much energy in line. Remarkably, the Feathers’ debut disc
presents a band with laser-sharp sense of purpose. It nominally zeroes in on what we term Americana music — that
broad mix of country, blues and folk-rock that grounds acts from Wilco to Lucinda Williams to the Jayhawks. But
this Nashville-based group provides its own spin.
They’re just as taken with rousing rock ’n’ roll as any dustier, sparser U.S. roots music. And the attraction gives
their songs a punch and speed rarely heard — and even more rarely sustained — in the world of Americana. Songs
like “Backwoods Company” and “American” fire off riffs as hard as The Stones. “I Can Have You” bolts out the
gate like the most show-stopping of early Tom Petty hits, while “The Ceiling” recalls the Eagles, without the smug
self-regard or insular harmonies. Instead, the layered voices of the Feathers have the vulnerability and beauty of the
Jayhawks.
All four songwriters — Ricky Young, Joel King, Taylor Burns and Preston Wimberly — wood-shopped their chops
in solo acts before uniting in 2010. The chemistry they found has the “eureka” effect of the great American
harmony-rock bands, from Buffalo Springfield to Poco. Their rapport is uncanny.
The Feathers can downshift to softer songs, like the pedal-steel-kissed folk ballad “Left My Woman.” But their great
strength comes in remembering that Americana music doesn’t have to be so serious and blue. It can rock, too.
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The Wild Feathers are the next Kings of Leon
Bob Mehr

WHO ARE THEY: A Nashville-based combo featuring singer-songwriters Joel King, Ricky Young,
Taylor Burns and Preston Wimberly; drummer Ben Dumas was recently added to the band’s roster.
WHY THEY'RE THE NEXT KINGS OF LEON: Like their fellow Tennesseans, The Wild Feathers
are a shaggy, stylish crew that shares singing duties. The band’s built on a similar musical foundation too
— a mix of big tableau rock, harmony-laden pop songs and Southern rooting. “We love the umbrella of
rock,” says bassist/vocalist King, “because we can play anything from ‘Your Cheating Heart’ to ‘When
the Levee Breaks.’ ”
The Wild Feathers originally got together as a kind of loose writing project but quickly evolved into a
full-fledged band. Initially signed to major label Interscope in 2011, the band parted ways with the
company before releasing anything but was quickly snapped up by Warner Brothers, which just put out
the Feathers’ self-titled debut.
INFLUENCES: Like KOL, the Feathers fundamentally think of themselves as the offspring of a rich
tradition, or, as King puts it: “If Led Zeppelin and The Band had a baby in Joshua Tree.
“We took cues from The Byrds; Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young; and the Eagles,” he says. “We like the
way The Rolling Stones played with perfect imperfection and swagger. Or the way [The Band’s] Rick
Danko would squeak out a high octave of the melody. We just go with what we think sounds good.”
DOWNLOAD: “The Ceiling,” “Backwoods Company” and “Hard Wind.”
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Listen Up: The Wild Feathers' New Country-Rock Song, "Got It Wrong"
July 24 9:00 AM by Emily Zemler

Nashville’s The Wild Feathers arrived at their self-titled debut
album in a roundabout way. "Our goal was to make the best
record possible," singer and guitarist Ricky Young told us.
"We had written close to 80 songs and narrowed that down to
what's on the album. We want people to enjoy listening to it for
years and for the music to hold up over time."
"Got It Wrong," a track from the upcoming album (stream it
exclusively below), reveals The Wild Feathers' invigorated,
cross-genre rock style. Young describes the group as an
"American rock 'n' roll band" who combine traditional and
classic country and blues sounds in their music—it's a sound
you can definitely hear on "Got It Wrong."
The album (out August 13 via Warner Bros) was recorded live
to tape, giving a raucous, throwback sensibility to the songs.
But the production process was also the biggest obstacle. "We
really had to find those moments in the studio while
performing at our best," Young admitted. "That might be the
most challenging [part]. Fun, but challenging. There was no
shortage of songs. That's kind of the easy part."
Next up? Touring. The group will perform at Outside Lands in
San Francisco next month before hitting the road with Willie
Nelson and ZZ Ward. "We like to do what any band wants to
do," Young said. "We want to play to our fans all around the
world. We love playing live, and that's the one thing that never
gets old. We want to keep working hard and hopefully watch it
pay off."

